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THE ARISTOTELlIiN VIEW OF TIME IN

'ISLLlMIC PHILOSOPHY*

, Prof, Dr. Mehmet DAG

Time, as WC use it'~n our everyday language, is ~elf-evident, and
no one 'doubts its existence. But when we try ot know its quiddity
"nn essence, al ..xplamıtions and attempts must fail. In this attempt,
<IL the paradoxe~ inherent in the concept of time manifest themselves.
As Sextus Eİnpiıicus, when criticising the 'various definitions of time,
says, «if we rely on appearances, iline seems to be something but if

. we depend on the various argurtıents about it, it appears to' be unreah,.'
St Augustine is 'tware of t)le diffkul1 y in giying a satisfactory answer
to the question 'what is time?', He says 'what, then, is time? ii .nobody
,asks me; i know; but if i try to explain it to one who asks me, i do
not kııow'.' In modern philosophy Whitehead reflects the same Cıiffi

,'ulty when :he',says, «it is impossible to meditate on time and the
eceative passage of nature without an overwhelming emotion'at the
limItations of hLUnan intelligence»! Therefore,~o attempt is final
in explaining the nature, of time. .

.Time is generally considered as a passage and as something ever'
,renewing itself, 'never remaining the same. How, then, does somet-'
hing constituted cl successively fleetıng 'nows' whi::h are, iı; themselves,

, ,

(*) Turkish version of this artiCıe was already published iri the Review of the
Faeulty of Divinity, Ankara University (see, vçl. XiX, Ankara 1973, '

1. Sextus Empir!cus, Adv. Math.; Xi 169; see also, A. H. Croust. The' Meaning

of 'Time in tr.e Aneient World, in the New Scholastieism (jan., 1947), p. 50,
2. St. Augustine, Confessions, Xi, 14. .
3.. Whiiehead, Tr.e 'Coneept of Nature, (Cambridge: 1920'). p. 73.
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L
'without extensioI' and consequently have no a·;tual existence eX,ist~

Many seized' upon this point in order to prove the mıreality of time;'
This and other difficulties eoncerning the reality andunreality öf

" i

time were made the .subjec~ ;of a qiscussion by .Avicenna,~ and. later
by Fakh, al-Din al"Rilzi,' .

-Difficulties concerning. the realityand umeaUty of time
Avicenna, in his systematic treatment ,of thesubject in which he

mainly follows Aristotle, malces mention of two factions: .. One group,
"ccording to him, accepted the unreality of time, though others held
~he contrary vi,'w. The former gl'oup he 'furtlıer divides into. those'
according to whom time lıasno external 'existence whatsoever, and
into those who granted a kind of existence, to time, notbecause, it

c exis;ts in external reality in any way, ,but because it exists in the
~stimative fa~ulty ('amr mutawahham)6

Those who denied existence to' tiİne ,are' k110wn as the Sceptics
(4th Century, B.C.). The representatives 'of this philosophical school
"re Pyrrho, Arc'~silaus, Carneades•. and Sextus Empiricus.· They' '

. ']uestioned the possibility of objective Icnowledge of .reality. As in ot;
'ıer problems, thEY' set themselves the task of proyiı;g the ,paradoxical
lJature of our knowledge of time. The difficulties mentioned both by'

i, Aristotle and AV':çenna a~e indicated by Sextus Erri.piricus7 who 5ub:
jed~ to criticisnı various views on time propo.u\ıded];ıX ciiffereni:'
philosophers. The Sceptics found the!r argument!'- for' the unreality ..
of time on the f,,_ t that tiine has rıo existence in the 'now' .. They. argtte'
:ihat if 'the time existed it would either be something diVisible or " not
divisible. if it were indivisible, it would not be .possible ·that years;
months, hoiırs"ı:ast, and fı.ıture ,hould' proceed ·from)f.·.· But if Ü

1886) pp. 68-72. , ' .
al-Mashriqiyyah, (Hyderabad, 1343 H.),'

\ .

4. Avicenna, al-Shifa' vol. I, (Teheran
5. Fakhr aı-oın' al-Razi, al-Mabahith

!vol. I, pp,' 64<' ff.
6. Avicenna, aı-Shifa', op. cit., vol. I, p. 68; et. Aristolle, Physics, LV, 10, 217 b'"
7. Sexlus Empiricus, Adv. Math., X, 169' ff.; ct. Chrou'ı, op cil., pp.50-57.
8. Avicenna, al-3hiU.', .ap. cit., vol. i" pp: 68 f. There ex:st' vari~tions betwee'n

Avicenrta .and Fakhr al-Din al-Razi 'who 'says fhal if Hme 'were indivis;'ble,
f,here would b" n~ difference between the lime of lhe evenı. whi~h has

occured to·day and ,that of the evenf which occured at the tim'e of inundatıon;

Cl_nd. between Avicenna and Aristotle who argues, that if what is before and,
what is after are in the same 'now', things which happeried, fen thousand
years ago would be simullaneous wilh w~al has haRpened lo-CIay. There also
exists cı. difference between the account of Avcienna and· that bf Sextus
Empiricus, though the point they 1 want to ~ake is substantial1y, the s~me.
al-Razi, op. cit., pp. 642 f.; Aristolle, Physic~, iV, 10, 218a, 25-30.
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'were 'divisible, it wou1d either exist with all its parts or with şome

of them. The firsı alternatiye is absw:d, because, then, past aiıd futu
re time wouId ,';-,ist simu1taneousiy. The· second alternatiye is alsa
"bsurd, becausc no parts of time exist actually. Supposing, however,
that the 'present' actuaIy exists; then it would erther be divisibIe into
past and Juture which were shown to· be non-existent, or it wouId

, be indivisibIe and called 'now' and not time. in any case' it can not
exıst actual1y. But if 'now' exists actually, it must either eııdure or'
.i;,~come non existent. If it endur~s, then one part of it is prior and
tlıe other posterior. But':both together do not constitut~ 'the 'now',
since past and ~uture wouId then be in one 'now', which is absurd. if
it becomes non-existent, this must either happen in. an adjoirling 'now
·,heıe intervening no time between them, or in a now there intervening
il time between them. if the: second alternative İ~ <.rceptcd, there fol
l<Jws the fact that the 'now' in the l.ime has a duration whıch we have
aıready disproven. if it becomes non-existent in an adjoining now there
interyening no 'time' between ~hem, one 'now' will follow the . o~her
e~ntinual1y, but this is70ne o~ the things whidı those who affirmed
the existenee of time' denied.' Consequently there İs no way out of
this diffieu1ty.

This argument is supported by anather argııment of a different
kind which eomes very dose to C.D. Broad's objeetion to Aristatle
tccause the laHer considered time as a quality of events. Broad says,'
!'Weı can not reduce changes of time ,to changes in time, since time
·\Vouıd, then need another t~e to change in, and so on ad infinitl.lm.'''
The gist of the argument mentioned by' Avicenna and al-Razi is tlıis:

Every motian must have a specific time, as it has, a specific place.
· Supposing that eertain' motions took plaee at the same time, ali
these times wouİd need anather time to comprehend them, and so
on ad infinitum. In this ease, an infinite number. of times wouId imply
an infinite number of motions, time being eonsequent upon motion;
an infinite number of motions would imply an infinite number.
of .movables, motian depending upon the movable; and an infinite
number of movables wou1d imply an infinite number of places, every
movable inhering in a place. But this is absiırd because an infinitude
6: dirİıensions is impossible."

9. Avicenn., al-Shifa', op. cil., vol. I, pp. 68-69; cf. Arisıoıle, ""ysics, iV,
110; 21&, 3.30. .

10. C.O. Broad, ",:ienlific Thoughl. (Lon~on. 1923), p. 65.
11. AVicenna, ·al-Shiftı', ap. cit., vol. I, p. 69; al-Razı, ap. cit., vol. I, p. 64';.
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Another faction who denied externa! existen~e to time are those

who believed that time has existence only in the estimative faculty.

'yn holding this view, they were urged by the . above mentioned

diHiculties on the One haİıd, and by the necessity that. time should

have some kind of existence on the other. According to ıbn Sina,

this faculty perceives' the ıneaning of the particular sensible objects'

and helps to differentiate between the right inferences and the wrong

oııes. Our beliefs :ınd judgements are related to this faculty.n Iuci,

gl'ments formed by this faculty are, according to ıbn Sına, genı;:rally

unreliable. it is, therefore, in the' estimative that the form of the .

motion which has taken place between the two points is perceived

as a whol~_ı;ı.nd consequently the notion to m'easure this 'passage is

formed in' this faculty.u
The difficulty which derives from the grammatical analysis of

the instant (waqt) is manifested in the view that tirrıe is a mere aggre

gate of instants (awqat). When, for example, we. say that such and

such an event will occur two days Iater, we mark an instaıit, because

it announces an imagined event by means of a well·known. event;

ı.amely, after the sun has risen. twice. Time is,then, according to.

1h.i~ view the aggregate of such .instants determined by the' relation.

\Jctweer. two events, one imagirred and the other well-known."

Those who accepted the reality of time regarded it as an eternal

substance ~xisting necessarily (wajib al-wujud). This view was held

by Iranshahri and AbCı Bııkr Zakariyya al-Razi. According to them,

every attempt to remove time must in fact establish its reality, since'

such removal wocld . imply either a prior or a posterior. period

of time: From this they infer that time must be ıeternal and :e.xist

rıerf'ssarily by itself, without depending on motion. They, then, go

on' to distinguish between absolute time' (dahr) and limited time.

Absolute time is that which is abstracted from . motion, whereas

ıelative time is that which exist together with motioı;, in which respecf

it is the İneasu~e of motion.ıs We see here a' reconc~liation between

;.wo concepts which were sharply dis~inguished by the Aristotelians.

12. M.Waıı-~r-Rah",.n, The' Psychology of ıbn Sina, in' Islamie Cullure, vol: iX,

(Hyderabad, 1935), p. 354; see also S. Pines, Nouveles Etudes sur AwhaJ

. al·Zaman Abu I-Barakat, (Par;s, 1955), pp, '47-50.

.13. Avicenna, a~ Shifa', op. cil., vol. I, pp. 69-70.

14. Ibid., vol. I, p. 70; al~Razi, ep. cit.ı vol. I, p. 647; see also Louis Massignon,

Time in IsJan'c Thought, in Man and Time, (Papers from the Eranos Yearboo.ks),

ed.' by J. Campbell, (LonlJon, 1958), p. 1.11.

15. Avic.:enna, .J: .~Iıifa', ep. cit., vol. I, p. 7~i a(~R3zil ep. cit., vol. I, pp. 651·652.
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- Va1'İous Untenable Definitions of Time-.-.·
.. Vririous attempts to give a satisfaetory definition of time were

made in' Antiquity. Avieenna 5ubslUnes them. under four . eategori~s:
(a) Time is identifkd with motion, (b) Time is the motiorı of the ee
lestial sphere (harakat al-falak), (c) it is one eomplete revolution of the
celestial sphere; :(d) it is .the eelestial sphere ·itself.'( At is. appears,
the fjrst there definitions of time are substantially the same in that
thı:;y all identify time with ·motion.

Those~who .peId the first view argued that among the existing
tIıings riiound us. motion iş the only thing whiqh -is divided into past

':md future.' That whieh has this deseription must be time. They further
said -that time exists ofll when we pereeive motion.. When, for
<'xample, we' are distrepsed, w~ find the time hanging on beeause
ı:'1CJtion !ingers on.in 'oUr membry owing to such distress. But in a

·state of happiness, motion·.passes away.quiekly in our reeolleetion. He.
·\\,'lio is not aware .of motion is not aware of time This was just the
.C;<ıse with the Companions of the Cav'e (Aslıab al-Kahf). They 'had no

·.:c9ı:'rsiousness·of the intervening time-when they woke up. InAristotle
. :aris is exemp!ified by the fabled sleepersof Sardinia. Avicenna menti

ulls Arıstotle. saying that. Aristotle's sleepers are historieally before .
the Companions of the Cave (AsM.b al-Kahf).17 Avieenna in al.Najiihi'
a!1d Aristotle in Physics,19 eite this example for a different ·purpose.
1heir aim. 'is' to prove the eanneetion between time and change, not
to identify. time with motion.

Following Aristotle, Avieenna· refutes this argul)1ent, saying that
· tnere exists a difkrimee between time and motion. Motion may be fast
or. slow; whereas time is uniform and it can only b~ short or long.
Two mations may' oeeur at the same time, whereas two times' cannot
bı: simultaneçıus. On the other hand, such expressic.ris as "huwadhiiı)
(immediately), "bilghtatan» (all of a sudden), 'now' arid . 'previously"
..annot· 'be related to motion." .

16. Avicenna, al-Shifa', op. cit., vol. I, p. 70; ct. ;Irislotle, Phys;cs, LV, LO, 218 .
b, 30f. and !;·20; S"xlu;; Empiricu's, Adv.· .Matli., X, 170ff.; see also for Sexlus.Empiricus, ,Ch",usl, ap. cil.. ' pp. 50-51.

17. Avicenna, al~Shifa', ep. dt.;' vol. I," p. 70; d. ai-RAzi, op. dt., vol. I, p.653..18. Avicenna, al.I\ajah, ed. by Kurdı;' (Cairo, 1357/1938), p. 116.
:19. ·Arislolle, Phyıds, LV, 11,' 218b/ 20-25.
20. Avicenna, al-..ir.ifa', op. dt., vol. I, p. 71; al~Razi, op. cit., . vol. ·1, p. 653j cf.

Arisıoıle, Physics, IV, ll, 2"18b, 15-20.
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The second view, according to Simplicit;ıs, was" wr6rwly attribu
ltd to Plato by Eudeınus, Theophrastus, and Alexander... SimpUeius
'lrgues that Plato, like Aristotle, ıield tim~ to be only the measuİ"e.of
motion.2l Those' who held that time ıs the prime mot'on of the celestial
~phere (harakat al-'ulıl al-falak) beHeved that it is ··the. fastest' of -mo
tion!>, since the highest celestial. sphere' traverses a longer distance
ıhan the other celestial spheres duting the same interval of' time.
A. cording to Avicenna, this simu1taneity indicates something , other
than the celestial motions.' Rather it inwcates an entity to 'w.hich all
ı.:e,f,stial motions are related. This entity, namely time, is, therefore;
t'ssentially different from the ce!estial motions.n

in the same vein, Avicenna 'eliminates the view that the concur- ·1
rClIce 'of two events, one being well-known and the other imagined,
is indicative' of and identical with timeY , '..~

. -----.
The. identifications .of time with one compl~te revolution of 'the

celestia! sphere is refuted by, Avicenna, as also by Aristotle, 'by the
tact, that every part of time is time, whereas a Pl!rt o(the revolution
is not a revolutiqn." , '

SimpHeius reports that the Pytlıagoreans hcld that time is the
sphere itself. He is also of the opinion that the P)'thagoreans probably

, .derlved this noÜon from 'the assertion of Archytas who said thati the
universal time is the interval of the nature of the univer"e.2S ,Aristotle
holds this view to be too naive to require a refutation.'6 Later, the
Neo - Platonist Plotin.us offers a summary refutation of this ,view,
saying that this can, hardly be true if time is not the motion of tlıe

sphere, since it was th6ught i ~o be the sphere on 'accoıint of' the
motion?' Avicenna and al-Rılzi's refutation is 'sornewhat different.
Both argue that their view' depends on the premise that everything
inheres both in the sphere and in time. But this premise 'is wrong for
the f~ct, that the sphere· itself is also ii:ı time, whereas the 'sphere, is.
not in andther sphere."

21. H.A. Wolfson, Cresces' Cirtique of Arislotie, (Cemb. Mess. ,1929)., pp. 634~
22, Avicenne, el-ShHa', ap. cil., vol. I, p. 7'1.
23, Ibidem.
24. Ibidem; of. Adstotle, Physics, LV, 10, 21Bb, 1:5.
25. H.A. Wolfson, Cresces' Crilique., op.' cil., p. 635.
26, Aristolle, Physics, IV, 10, 21Bb, 4. .
27, Plotinus, Enne'ds, III, B, 20.
28. Avicennaı al.Shif€lı', ep. cif., vol. I, p. 71; aI-RAzi, ep. cit., vol. I, p. 653.
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The above mentioned definitions of time are variously found in
Antiquity, Neo-platonists, and in Muslim and Jewish philosophical

·literature: Aristotle 'mentions two untenable view held by the earlier
wdters: (a) Time' is the motion of the whole, (b) It is the sphere
itself," ,The former view is generally accepted to be that of' Plato.
This is a controversial point. Since the cosmological motive plays
an important role in Plato's philosophy both the above definition and
the Aristotelian one are inherent in his plihosophy. According' to him,
the celestial movements 'iıot only measure time, but also actually·
c'onstitute it·.JO •

The 8ceptic, Sextus Empiricus31 mentions the earlier views, and
subjects them to ·a pungent}criticism. He mentions (a) the Stoic view

'that time is the interval 6f the motion of ,the whole, (b) the view
attributed by some to Plato that' it is the actual motion' of the universe,
(c) the Aristotelian view that it is the number of 'before' and 'after'
in motion, (d) the Aristotelian, Strato's view that" time is the measure
ct motion and rest, (e) the Epicurean view that it is a contigent pro
duct öfcontingent products, (f) Aenesidemus' view that it is corporeal.

Plotinus" mentions three views, namely, that (a) time is motion,
(b), it is that which is !lIoved, and (c) it is somtebing pertaining to

, motion.

In 'the phi).osophical encyCıopedia of the Ikhwan al-Şafa' we en
,counter. the mention' of four views, namely (a) the popular view that
time is the passage of years, months, days and hours, (b) it is the number
of ,the repeated motion of the celestial sphere, (c) it is the duration
numbered by the motions of the .celestial sphen:, aud (d) time does
not belong' to the realm of existing thiİrgs."

The Jemsh philosopher al-Tabrizı mentions four' views: (a) time
exists in itseIf, is neither a body nor anything beionging to body, but
is something which· has necessary existence in virtue of itself, (b). it
is the duration which becomes numerically determincd by the motion
of the celestial sphere, (c) .it is the body that encompasses all the

........ , _.~.

29..Arislotle, PhysiCs, LV, 10, 218b, 1.
30. Plato, Timaeu~, 37e, 1ff; 38b, '6fri 39b, 2.11; see also F: Salm,sen, Aristotle's

Syslem of Ih, Physical World, (lthaca-New York, '1960); p. 145.
21. S. Empiricus, Adv. ""'alh., X, 170ff, see illso Chrousl, ap, cil., pp. 50-53.
32. Plotinus, Enn ~ads, III, 7, 6. . ,
33. Rasa'i1 Ikhw~" al-ŞafS', (Beirul, 1376/1957)" vol. II, P. 17:
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bodies of the universe, namely the eelestial equator (da'irah . mu'addil
al-nahar), and (d) it is the motian. of the eelestial equa~or.34

Abü'l-Barakat differentiates ten views:. (a) time is a term without
meaning (innahu ism la ma'nallah), (b) it. has an enthy pereeived
by the senses, namely motian, (e) it is not pereeived by the senses,
but is eoneeived in the' mind as the measi.ıre .of motian (miqdar al
harakah), (d) it is a substanee, (e) it is an aecident, (f) it is Iieithet
substanee nar aecident (g) it exists, {h) it does not ıexist, (i) it has a
permanent existenee, (j) it has. an unenduring existenee (lahu wujfıda~.
ghayr qarr).3'

i. The Aristotelian View' of Time-
/

a) Time and Motion.

Two motions within the same distanee and at the same velocity
take plaee simultaneously, but with a diferent velocity one traverses
less and the other longer distanee in the same period of time. Or
one may start earlier and the' other later at the same velocity,. ahd
the former, then, reaehes the terminating poiİıt before the lattei
in the same period of time. Tl;erHoni there exists the possibility :of

. their moving with greal:el'\ equal or less velocity, and eonsequently 'of
their traversing '1onger, equal or less distanee. This pos'sibHity has a
eorresponding measure and is eonneeted with motion. This m~asur~'
may be that of distanee, or that of movable. it ean not be the measure of
distanee, for otherwise equal distanees would alw~ys be travers!'ld
at the same time. It ean not be the measure of the movable either,
tar, otherwise, with the inerease and deerease of this measure, there'
would bt'· a eorresponding inerease or deerease of the movable. Then
it is neither the measure of that which as moved noi- that of. .
distfinee. On the other haııd, it is eommonly known that this measuı'e

is not the motion' itself,. nar is it the. fastness or slowness. Similarly
it ean not subsist by itself, sinee it is liable to. elapse and everything
which is liable to elapf,e is eorruptible (fasad). Therefore this measure
needs a substratum: We have aıready shown that its prime subsi:ratum
eannot. be the matter or" the movable. It must, then, inhere in a

34. Woli-son, (rezcas' Crituque.., op cit., pp. 635-636.
35. AbOI'I.Bara~8t.. K.al.Mu·labar, vol. Ili,' (Hyderabad, 1357/1938) p. 36.
36. For Ihe deta'led analysis of Arislotfe's view of lime see J.F.·, Caliahan, Four

views of Time in AndenI Philosophy, (Cambridge. Massachusettes, \1948),
pp. 38-B6. '
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substratum through the medium of a disposition, it is not the measure
of' a permanent dispc.sition ':fol1owing matter. it is, then, the measure

,d aıı 'unenduring disposition ,namely motion." In this connection
Avicenna mentions the Companions of the Cave.

.Ibn Sina is very emphatic on the fact that time has no connection
with rest, nor does' it measure it except accidentally ('amma al-sukfm
fa'l-zaman la yata'all&qu bihi ,wa la yuqaddiruhu 'illa bi'l-'arad). As
we have seen, both in AviCenna and Aristotle, rest -is not the absolute
l'nvation 'of m9tion. Sometlıing is said to be at rest when it is
deprived of motion, though it is ,capable of motion,. It is, therefore,
this kind of rest which is measured by time.38 ,

Motion is divisible into prior and posterior. Pnor ~d posterior
"re manifested in distance by means of motion, since prior and pos- '
terior in motion are irreversible, though it' is not so in distance.
in so far as ~otion posse~ses prior and posterior, it is numerable.
Tt is this numerable aspectl of motion that, is cal1ed time. Therefore,
time is the nurriber'fadad) bfmotion in ~o far as the latter is divided
into prior. and posterior. Motion and time are, according to ıbn Sina,
inseparable; ti,me would' not exist without motion, and motion without
time." As in Aristotle, motion implies every kind of change, ıbn Sina
even' goes so' far as to say that the natural bodies (al-jism al-tabi'i)
are in time not in virtue of their essences but because theyare in motion.<O

b) Time as Measure and as .Number.
Anstotle generally uses, in his definition of time the term 'num

ber'" and occasional1)' the word 'measure'." His use of the term
'ı:ıumber' was made, the subject of criticism. His disciple, Strato 9f

,Lampsacus argues that any number as such is definite and finite
'luantity; tiİn'e, ho:wever, is a continuous and, hence indefinite quan
tity or relation which for this, very reason cannot be counted in the
same manner as we cQunt, for instanc,e, finite and definite numbers,4l

In MusUm Philosophy, the Ikhwan al-Şafa', among the various
definitions of time; cite the one, which conforms to the Aristotelian
delinitioli; mimely, that it is the İıumbe'r of the motian of the celestial

37. Avicenna, al-Shif~', op. cit., vol. 1., p. 72; et, al-N3j~h, op. cit., pp. 115_1,15
3Ş. Avicenna, al-5hif~' op. cit., vol. 1., p BO; 'UyOn al-Hikmah, ed. by A. Bad~ Ni,

(Cairo, 1954), p. 2B; d. Aristotle, Physics, IV., 12, 221b, 5-20. ,
:19. Avicena, al-Shif3', ep. cit., vol. I, p. 73.
40. Ibid., p. BQ; 'UyOn al-Hikmah, op. ,cit., p. 2B; cf. Aristotle, Physics, IV, ı2,

,221b, 25-30.
41. Aristotle, Phv,"'cs, LV, ~1, 219b, 1-2.

, 42. Aristotle, Phy' ,cs, LV, i1i2, 220b, 15.
43. Chroust, op. rit., p. 37.
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sphere.«· AI-Kindi has. the definition that time is the number wırlch
nümbers metion. He, however, specifies what he ineans by number
iıı',his context. According to him number has rivo aspects. It is known
tu be either discrete Of· continuous (muttasil). Time, he says" cannot 'be
a discrete quantity, then it must be a continuous quantity.4S

ıbn Sina, in his earliet' work, K. al-Shifa' uses both 'number' ('adad)
and 'measure'(miqdılr) in his definition of time. However, according
to him, time is a continuous quantity. Time numbers motion· by
me'ans of prior. and posterior· in it. Therefore, time numbers accor
·tling to that which is numbered, namely, the prior and posterior iri
.motior•. Time· is not a number' in the way an abstract 'number is, ·for
exampk ten."· .

The reason for calling time as the messure or the number. ac
cording' ·to prior and posterior is that ,prior and posteriör eiıdows

'time with number or with a measure. Prior and posterior are, on the
'other hand, determined' in relation to the present;now'. In this respect
'now' is considered as the unit which numbers time. Avicenna,in his
'1~21er:boöks, such as al:Najah'7 and 'Uyun al-Hikmah," drops the word
'number' and uses instead 'measure'_ This is, I thirik, to show that time·

'is continuöus, and what is continuous cannot be numbered. but only
measured.

c) Time and the Now.
, As we have already indicated, for Avicenna, as for Aristotle, time,

distance and motion are corresponding entities: Continuity is predi
mted of them. Time, being c~in.uous (muttasil), has. alimit (hadeı,)
perceived in the imagination. This limit is called 'now'. Does the
'now' actıially exist? if it has no actual existence, in what sense doe~

it ex!st? These are the questions to which Avicenna tries to' answet-.
."'ccording to. him, it has no actual existence, because if time hac:! a
jjmit~ . the continuity of time would be disrupted, which is absurd."

, if the 'now' actually eidsted, the proper place for it would' eithe'r
be .at the b'eginning or at the .end of' time. But' it can. not be at the
beginning of ·time, because time would then exist after a noıı-existent

prior (La qabla lah), which is absurd.. Therefore ·it has a prior period
with which it is continuous (muttasilan' bihi). .This 'limit, then,' eloes

44. Rasa'iI Ikhwan al-Safa', op. cit.. vol. II, p. ;ıbo

45. Rasg'il al-Kind1 al-Fal.afiyyah, ed. by Abü Ridah, (Caire, 1953), voL. II, p. 34
46. Avicenna, al-,h'ifa', cp. cit., voL. ·1, pp, 74 and 78; ·clo· Aristetle,: Physics,

LV, 12" 220b, 10-20.
47, Avicenna, al-Najah, ep. cit., p. 116.
48, Avicenna, U'yün 'al-Hikmah, ep. cit. p. 28.
49 Avicenna, al-~hlfg'. ep. cit., vel. I, p. 74.
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.IlOt· divide the pi'ior and posterior, rather it connects theI)1. Nor Can
1his limit be at the end of time. if this limit .had no posterior period,
neither the .Necessary Being (wajib al'wujud), nor the absolute pos·
sibility would have any existence. But the fact is' that the Necessray
'Being and the absolute possibilitycannot' be removed. Thereföre it
inust have 'i posterior .period. In this respect 'now' ·would again be
the connecting link, and not the dividing principle.s' Time, therefore,
has noactual 'now', but 'i poteniial 'now'. This .pdtentiality of the
'now' is proximate .to actuality (al-quwwat al-qarlb Iriin al·fi'l),· that
is, time is 'Ilways capable ofbeing imagined as: having in itself 'i

'!now' 'either ex hypothesi, or by means of'motion, likethebeginning
of sunrise and that of sunset.sı

'Now', when considered' in relation to time, is always ata beginning
and an end; and it is in)continuous flux, having no beginning.. That
which is in motian, that which is at rest, that which is generated ..or
corrupted have no initial now in'which·to.ı;noveor to be at rest, gene
rated or corrupted, fortime canpotentially be divided· ad infinitum.sz

. 'Now'is encompassed by ;past' 'and 'future'~hich constitiıte time.
,ind time is limited. by 'now'. Iri' this respect, now may be compared
10 the extremity of 'i moving body." This extremity constituting 'i

. point is imagined to produce by its motion 'i lhıe. In the smrie way,
it· may be said that· in time and in motiOlı there is, something Gornis

.ponding t~ 'i point which. produces time and motion. As. the extremity
of the moving body produces 'i continuous motion, so the 'now' pro
duces ''1 continııous time. Therefore, to the extremity of the maving
body corresponds 'i point in Ç1isfance and ''I 'now' . in time. Since the
extremity' of the moving 'body may be thought to be indivisible, the
'now' \vhich we have considered may accördingly be c~nsidered to be
indiv,'sible. It is by meaps of 'now' that the prior and' posteriorin

. time' can. be' distinguished. Iri this sense, 'now" is most' deseiviııg

to be 'i uııit 'by }'lhich to number.S< . .
As we have aıready seen, the prior. and posterior are'produced

by motibn in. relation to elistance: Therefore motion numbers'. time
by 'Iıroducing the' iıumber'of time, namely,. the prior and posterior,

'.
50 Ibid., 'pp. 74.75.
51 ıbid., p. 75.'
'52 Ibidem.
53 . Ibid., p. '76.
54. Ibid., p. 77.
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and time numbers moiion because it is the number of motion. Ac,
cording ıto Ibn Şi~<i, time numbers motion in two ways: Firstly i~
endows motion viith a measure, and secondly' it determines more or. \ .
Jess the quantity of its extension .(kammiyyat qadrih<i). Similarly,

.moticn measures time in ·.the way that it determines its duration in
~;u far as it brings into being in time the prior and posterior. . This
is likt: signifying the measure 'with ·the measured. and the. measured
with the measure. For example, sometimes distance determines the
'~xtent of motion and som~times motioıi that of distance. This is
the case when we say, the motion of two parasangs and the distance
cl one ramyalı (the distance of a bow-shot). However, one of. them
endows the ·other with a measure, that' thing being essentially the"
measure. Since -time is, in .essence, continuous,· it can be said .to be
Jong or short, and in so far as it· is the numb~r in relation to prior
and'posterior, it can be said to be much or· little.5.5

d) The Reality of Time. i·

.1

t

Leaving aside the theories concerning the unreality·· of time, we
may, now, ask: does time have an existence in external reality? Or
does it only exist'in the mind? Aristotle attempts to compromise thes~

two aspects. According to' him,' time is real because it exists together
with .motion, and it is conceptual because the soul or-the mind is' a
ıneans qf judging the number of motion. Even when:he tries to show
:he re!ation .between the 'mind and the existence of time, he speaks' ın
terms 'of change which occur in thoughts·. For him, 'such chaiıge

in our thoughts is adequate- for the perception of time. However;
this change in our thougııts has no better place than .the .change in
ııeneral. Airstotle's intention is, therefore; that motion ançl.· time' are
inseparable whether the former occurs in the mind or in .external
reality.56

Avicenna accentuates the reality of time. For this he resorts' to "
the 'relation subsisting between motion and time.. If time, he.\says,
did· ı:ıot exist in external' reality, there would exist no possibility 'Of'
motion's traversing distances at different speeds. This possibility has
tl corresponding measure, namely, time. Therefore, the existence of
time is not due to the estimatiye faculty; it is real?

5'\ Ibid., vol, I. ". 77.
56. Arisıoıle, Physics. iV. i14, 2;230,.25-30.
57 Avicenno, ol· 5hif6', op. cil., vol. I, p. 78.
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58. Ibidem.
59 Ibidem.
60. Ibid., vol. I, pp. 78-79.
61.. Avicenna, al_Najah,.op. cil. p. 118; ct. Aristolle, P·hy.•c,. iV, 14, 223b, 15-24.
6~. Avicennaı al·Shifa l

l ep. cit., vel. Iİ p. 79..

.. - . Time, however., has a weaker eıcistence th~ motian, because it
"'d~pendş ·upon· motian. !ts existence is aiways 'in the proc~ss of beco
niliıg, in the serise that between the two imaginary 'nows' there is
ı.omething we call time. Therefore, those who cons~dered time as.

.having an existerice. merely in the 'now' are in the 'wrong, since.time
in no way exists in the 'now'.'s Nor does time exist in time, since
1here are things which do not exist in plaee, and things which do not
eicisUn time: time belongs to the second category and place to the
first."

.e) The U1timate Cause of Time

As We. have aıready .seen, Aristotle and Avicenna agree on the
fact that t'ime is im accident of motian. What kind of motion is' it of
which time is an accident? Time does. not depend for its existence
on eveı'}' !!lotian, or elseı 'every motian would have a time specific
fo it and consequently there would exist many times. Time, therefore,

.depends for its existence lon that motian which is uniform and has
no limits.'" By the uniform and unlimited motian. Avicenna means
celestiar motion."

Avicenna is well aware of the difficulties involved in accepting the
aniform celestiaL. motian as the basis for the existence of time. So
meC!n',. mayask, he says, 'if such amotion did not erlst, w()uld not

. time be"non-existent? (yafqidu)'. Avicenna encounters the argument
by saying ·that· the cifcular' motian is due to around 'body in virtue
of' which. directions exisı.·. Therefore, the remaining categories of
motian, namely, the rectilinear, natural aiıd violerit motions, depend
tor their existence on the circular motian. if we rely, he goes on, oa
the 'imagination for the fact that we remove the circular motion .in
the imagination and prove ,the reality of a finite .rectilinear motian;
in this way will be established the reality of the limited time
(zaman mahdild). However, the data obtained forin the lmgination
are not reliable 'and are contradictory to the 'facts of external r:eality.
TherefGre, time is dependent for its existence on the circular motian.
.It numbers this motion as well as others.62

. .....,., , \' r ••.•,......
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Is time ereated or ei:ern~l? 'Like Aristotle,.Aviceıi~a isofthli 'opirilon ., '.
that it is eternal: and argues trom the infinite divisibÜity' 'of ~~tibtı'
:ınd time. Only Gad prec~des thein. But Gad's priority to' 'ti~e'ahd:
lliOtion is not a temporal priority, rather it' is a priority in essence'.
This :is liketheeffusion of the light b'om the sim, and !ike' the .'

. mavement of the key with the mavement of the hand. if ,time were" .
cıeated in time, its. ereat.ion would be after a period of: non·existence,
name!y after anan -' existent· before. it would, thim, be a.fter..;ı
before and b~fore an aber; and .what is ,so, is not the beginning .of ':
before, and what is not the, beginning of before, is not ,the' beginning.
of time. Time, then, has an origina! creation (ibdll'), not. preceded:
1::) anylhing exeept Gad. This. is the case with motian, particwarly
with: th~ ciı:eWar, mation.'! .. '.

Aristatle, sympathising with' the .Heraclitean .view, makes mentian ".
ul the eyclical nature of time. According to him, htiman.,affairs f(ırın,

a circle, and that there is a circle in other things that have a movemchit·
aecordihg to nature." The same opinions recur in rotation among men,·
not once or twice or occasionally but infinite!y o(ten.6S The reason
,\Thy Aristatle mentions this is that. there' is a close connecfion .. ·bet
ween time ançl.·· the circular motion. Arist.otle, therefore, differs' fı,ıll
damentally from Hera.clitus in that the !atter insists on the eternity·.
of motian as well as the never-ceasing alternation of a eyCıic: destl'lie- .
tion and regeı:ıeration of infinite, co - existing or 5uceeeding worlds: oi:.· ,.
world.periods. The universe is alt:ernate!y born from fire. and again
dissoh'ed.into fire in rigidly fixed periods to. all eternity.'!6;. This !atter
view was later .ineorporated into the Ismll'ilian eosmo~ony.6~.· !..

By connect.\ng time with the cireu!ar motian, Avicenıi~, !ike ,Ari~-

ıotle, is under the influımce of the older eosmological theories çierived
Irom Babylonian astrology,,/ . ., . .

/.
Avicenna, !ike Aristatle, goes on to. stultiry the mytho!ogica!

theories that time is the great ehanger and destroyer." This. idea' is

, ,
65. Avi"enne. al-Najalı, 0P. cit., p. 117.
64. Aristotle, Phy' ics, LV, 14, 223b, 24-30.
65. Aristolle, Meteordlogica,. I, 33, 339b, 28tt. .'.
66 . ChroOJst, op. ·cıf., pp: 4-5.
67. ·H. Corbln, Cyeli"dl Time in Mezdaism and Isrneilisim,. In .Man a~d Time,
'. ,(Pepers from the Ercnqs Yearbooks). ed. by. J..Compbell, . (London, 'J95B),
. 'PP." l15tt. .
68", Aristotle, Ph .. :.;cs, iV. 14, 222b., 15-'25; Avicenna, al·Shıtti·, ap. dt., vol..ı. p.5:

53"
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f6~d .iiı'Greek mythölögy as well as in Jrani,\n philosophico-religious
sYstemş: :lnGi:eek )lJ.ythology Chronos,~ ",'1ho is id~ntified. with the
iİıfinltc' tiriıe'; devoUrS his ownchiıdreıi:~9 In Inin, Zurvan,the Supreme
Deity,'is ide~iicar Withtiı~ İnfiniteTime whocreates Ohrmazd and
Ahiiiı:Ütn. But Zu~anisİn has' il touch of optjmism, since Ohrmazd;
who is" the' priıidpleof Gooçl, \vill reign in eterıial futurity.'o

' ... : " , .'. ". . .' .' .

Time, ac~ording to ıbn Sina, is 'not the cause 'of anytliing. ,Since
a; thing exists·.and becoriıes non-existent with·the şubsistence 'of time,
and.: since·.:peopıe see no manifest 'cause for it, they' relate it to time.
ltthatthing is praiseworthy, they praisetiine; but if'it iS'blameworthy;
they. blame :time;. However, things 'existing in:exterİıal ·reality have,
in :most cases; '(fi akthar al-'amr), manife'st causes··· (zahirat al-'ilal),
whereas non-existencl' and destruction have hidden cau'ses (kha:fi al
ilIah):It is for this reason that most of 'the.things . which they relatil
to timeare tra'nsitory things, !ike,. forexample,' foigetfulıiess (nisyan),.. . . . i . .,. . .
r'uination, old age;', destruction, 'and.. so on.'l .
. .'1'···.,. ," I'.. . ,

'f)Tıiıngs that are in. Time..

'In."what .sense is .[-\ .thing in time? This question is the starting
iıoint of both .Aristode12 and' Avicenna. Accordingto Avic~nna, a' thing
LS in time"in so far as the motions of pdor and posterior are predi
cated of it.: That· which .possesses the prior and posterior,is either
r.l;ıOÜoil. or 'Something involving mot.ion. If. it is motıon,the motions

.of, priot· and posterior belong ·to its essence; if' it is s~mething which
·l~Oss(·i;ses motion, its .being prior and posterkır is due' tomotion.
);ince sametimes 'the spedes, 'parts and end' of a 'thing are' said to
be, in that thing, 'prior" and' ~posterior', 'now', 'hours' and 'years'
are also said to be in time. 'Noy.,' in' time :is like the unit in number,

". . ~

~9·." Çhrousi, op.· dı., p. 2.
o. 70. R.C. zaehner, Zurvan, a Zoroastrian Dilemma (Oxford 1955), p. 107.
'.71. 'Avlcenna, ·al.Shifa', op. Cil" vol, I, 'p. 8-. There exi.ıs a siriking simiları~

between him and a seventeenth' cen'ıury philosopher, Gasserdi who slales
Ihal 'If lime IS not a source of de.structloiı; il cannol be· il: sQurce. of ferlim\,
or a power That ripen~ and feveals either. The -mosr. !"robable i ,eason why i'~
the 'seventeenrh century time it'selt was regarded .as a c~use. pro.yoking admi-

," .. "ration: or 'horrar..accordini;r as·.the -results, of its allegej ageney were beneficle!
.O~· harmful" "yas' Iha'! knowledge. of I~e real caus~s of everiıs was ofler ı'acking.
See W. von leyden, Seventeenth Canlur)' Meıaphysics (london 1968), p. 239.

, 72.· Arisıotle, Phy!lcs, .ıV... 12, .221" .. sn.,
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and prior and posterior are !ike' 'the. odd and ,even.·numbers; and
hours and days are.,like two, three and·.ten. in num.ber."·
'. . '.' ~

Rest is also in time. Avicenna di.stinguishes tWo'ki~ds of ·re;t.
First, it is persistent, .enduring and (eternal, .and second 'the priO,.
and posterior occur ·to it· accideiltal1y, because prior and posferior to
rest there exists motion. In. the 'latter- sense, rest is' not 'an .absollite .
privation of' motion, but .is the privation 'of the motion' of a tJ)ing
of whose functiön it is' to bedn motion. Therefore such ·test is' more
'likely.to be in 'time accidentally.74 ..... ' .

. Varioiıs kinds of changes 'wihçh rese~ble i~com6tion in. ~ı,tiııy .
have a beginning and end are' in tim.e, because they..'have the' prior
and posterior.7• " , ..

" .
The things in which exist no prior and n9 posterior ,are' not lin

time, though they co-exist with time, just as. the ~orld' is co-existent
with a mustard-seed (al-khardalah), but is not in it',76 .; .' :

, . .. .' . .

A thing may be in tinıe in one respect, that is, in' so' far as' ithas
prior and posterior, and' not in time in .~other respect,. that is, in"so
tar as it is an essence or a subsÜınce.77 . • •

: ~.. ': " .
That which is cQ-existent with .time but not in time is silid to·

be theetermil durati~~ (dahr). 'UnchaPgeabl~ beings ·sub~istir,. eternal
. duration.78 Here, Avicenna, !ike' Aristotle relates time 'to eterniiy;.. as

it. had alx;,eady 'been done'by Plato according towhom' time ·is. the.
ınoving 'image 'of eternity.l'· . ". .:.

The relation subsisting between the permarient' thipg~ and tıı~ir
co,existence with each other CO,llstitutes a ·notion above' eternal dura
tion. It is fitting to call·it saİ'mad (perpetuity). Iri'other' words, the
5ubsistence of' every being' without any change ıUid.~ithotii: any,:rela:-
tion to .tin.ıe - period is called s~rrİıad." . -
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7~ Avic'enn., .I-~hifa', op cit., vol. I', p. 60; .I-N.jah, ";>'. etı., p. 11&
74 Avicenn.., .I-~hifa', op. cit" vol. I, p. 80; Aris.lolle, Ph'iSics, LV. '14., 221.lı •. 5-19 .
7[,' Avicenn., .1_5hifil', op. cil., vol. I, p. 80; d. Arisıoıle, ·Phys., .iV, ,14,.. 223a..·1-1~
7,(;. Avicenn., .1·Shifa', ap. ·cil., vol. ı,' p. 80. '; '.' :
77. Avicenli., .I-~hifa', op: cit., vol. I, 80; d. al-Nalah, op: ,clt., P,. "16; ,UyOn

al-hikm.h, op. cit., p. 28. "
78. Avicenna, al·Shifil', op. cit., vol. I, pp. 80-81; d. Arisıoıle, P~ysicsf IV, 12,

221b, 3-5.
7" Plato, 'Tim., 37d, 6t.
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g) The Attrlbutes of 'İ'tme.·.

<\mong: the things which are'considered to .be in time .are the
aUributes (aı-a'rll.d) of time which are represented by certain terms.

•'. ,'," • i ". .

. "By 'now' is general1y understood the term con'ıriıonto'both past
and future. 'Now'; according to "Aristotle 'and Avicenna, has two as
'pects: First it is' every .common dividing limit, thoıigh 'it inheres in
the' divisions of 'both past and future. Second it ~s the limit of time
without 'indicıiting a connection (al'ishtiriik), 'and is righ'tly considered
İn the imagination to be the dividingtermand' not thecorin'ecting

. link. Therefore the dividing and uniting occur. in the same' ~now',
Jhoiigh .they .are differently defined, In external reality, 'now'. is the
C::onnee:th:ıg,link. "Here Avicenıia'is mainly interested in the structure
of time as a continuous quantity!1 ..

. .!"Now; is :also' used in \he sense of. a short. time whieh· is most
p~oxiniale 'to ··the present '.'now', S~metimes the duration between
these two nows are perceptible to \the mind, just as the priority and
:posteriority of tW'o iıows to one' day' or' to one hour. And sometimes.
these two:'nows"'are so near to each other that'the 'dıiration between
the~ .is 1niperceptible to' the 'mind," .

. "Al! of a sudden' (baghtatan) refers to a time in: which an event
'occtirs 'when ':it'.'is not 'expected .to occur,' 'aıid its duration is so
:shiJrt "tlüit 'it can riot. be ·apprehended.83

• ı • ~ • ,

'In no time'. (dat'atari)' ·has. two meanings: (a) it refers to the
occurence of an event 'in the. 'now', and (b) it is the 'opposite of

:. gra4udly (cİaIiIan qaIiIan).".. ;; ;.. ' . .

.... 'Huwac!hii .(irrünediately)' refers tO'a future now in the proximity
.qf;. the· pr~sent.:now, The .duration between these two !nows' cannot
.real1y be' d~scerned,as

Qubayl (just) refers to a past 'now' which is near 'the present
'-':low', The duration between them can be perceived, Bu'ayd (presently)

~o,. Avic~iıno: o·ı'Ji;hifA', öp:~il" ·vol. I, p,. 81; cf,' 'UyOn .I-Hikmoh, ap. cil., p, ıai< ··~1.: :.~~lci~;,o, '81~SHi~a', ap. .cit.,,· vol.- I, p.' 81 .
. -62, "Avicehn.; .. I-Shifa', ap, "cit.. vol. i. p. 81; d,. Aristotle, Physics, LV, 13,

. 2220,. 10-24.
"83, A;'lcenno, ';I-Shifa', op'. ciL., vol. i. p'. 81.

64. Ibidem,
.. 85 .ıbidem .
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is the counterpart of qubayl and refers to the future.". .. -.

Prior (mutaqaddim) in' the past' refeı:s 'to ,i past time ,farthei
froıh the present 'now', PosteriC)r (inıita'akhkhir): in the ',past.is the
opposite of the priorin 'the' past: Prior in the future' refers' '~Q . the
;)art of time which is pr0ximate to the present, 'now'. And pos'terior
in the future is the opposite of the prior in the future. In' the. iıbsolute
sense, prior is identical' with, the past and posterior with the futui·e."

• • 1 •

AI'Qadi~ ~th respect to time is tha~whi(;h has ~long d~atio~.
Avicenna ! uses this: term here in the sense of 'andent, ',del'. In' the
absolute sense, it is that for whose' ag~ there was no begining.88

h) Time and Avicenna's Philosophy.

, Aristotle and Avicenna' confine time to the Cosmos." Since the
,worİd is eternal, time and motion must' also be eternal 'eit11er accor·
ding to essence, ı)r' with respect to time. That which is eternal wHlı
resped ro essence is that whose essence has no origin from which
it exists. That which is eternal with respect to time is th~t for whose
age there ,iis no beginning.· He also differentiates between the two
distinct meanings of the word 'created'. Firstıy, it is that foı' whosc

. essem'c :' there was' an origin 'by which it exists, and secondly it is
~h,at fol' whose age, there was a beginning, and there was a time
,when it' did not exist. In other words, there was a prior period
(qabliyyah) during which it did not exist, and that prior p(~l'iod was
termil1ated. Everything that came to be in time must have been prece·
cled by time and matter. The existence and the non-existence of this
thing cannot be simultaneous. Therefore, its existence must be prece
.'ded' by its non-existence. What constitutes this, period' is either a.
quiddity partaining to its essence which in this case is time: or a qııiddity

pertaining to something other than itself which is its time. In both
cases it is a proof of the existens~ of time.B' He does not mean by
non-existence absolııte privation, 'rather it is that which is capable
of existence. Avicenna gives an ont~logical meaning to the logical

, /

tl~Tms such as posible, necessary, and impossible. The possibility
(Jf exi~tence inheres in' a substratum. This substratum is the First
Matter' (hyle). Matter is the recipient of forms. ThC\t whidı is ,not

86. Ibidem.
P7 Ibidem; cf. A.-islal'e. Physics, LV, 14, 223a, 4-15.'
8P. Avicenna, al·5hita', ap, cil" voL.' I, p. 81.
e9 Avicenna, al·Naj3h, ap. cil., pp. ,218·219.
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, '

'preceded 'by the existence of a recipient (wujııd al-qabil) camıot come
to be.110 'Therdore, matter, together with motion and time, is eternal.
Theyare Dot preceded. by anything except by God. Go'd precedes '
matter, motion,' and time, not in time, but in essence. By creation

, it' mnst be underestood the original creation (al-ibda'); In such creation
'time has no'place. Seperate intelligences are not in time; they prec~de

. each other:: only in rank and ordcr, one being more to be 'preferred
than the .other." Even in substantial things, the element of. time is to
'be belittled, sinı:;e change in substance occurs in no time.

) .

90 Ibid., pp. 2.1')-220.
91 Ibid., pp. 2.77f.'
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